ASA SIG Days announcement

The impact of COVID-19 led to the earlier cancellation of our Special Interest Group Symposium to be held in Auckland in September.

With the challenging times of face-to-face-events and travel, the ASA have decided next year to move to holding Special Interest Group Days. These SIG Days will be held in four major capital cities in Australia (excluding Brisbane as the conference will be held there), and two capital cities in New Zealand. This will assist members in being able to access this advanced learning opportunity closer to home and with less expense.

- The days will be run like the symposium with a group of expert speakers in a lecture and scanning format, however there will only be one stream on offer
- The single day would attract 6 CPD points
- A networking function will be held at the end of the day
- The days will be cheaper than attending the symposium

These days will be a fantastic opportunity for the majority of our members to be able to access this advanced learning without the challenges of interstate travel and accommodation. We plan to run these events when it becomes feasible to do so based on the COVID-19 restrictions for face-to-face events and travel.
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